
Relazione intergruppo 



Favoritismo per l’ingroup 

•  Ingroup -- categorizzazione di sé come 
parte di un gruppo 

•  Outgroup -- gruppo in cui per esclusione il 
sé non può essere incluso 



•  Etnocentrismo (Sumner, 1907) 
– Tendenza a considerare il proprio gruppo 

come il punto di riferimento normativo e 
valoriale 

– Si deve fare come facciamo noi 
– Siamo i migliori 



TIS  

•  Teoria dell’Identità sociale (Tajfel, 1981) 
– Definizione di sé lungo un continuum: 

individuale vs. gruppo 
–  Interazioni inter-personali vs intergruppo 
 



Def. Identità Sociale:  

•  quella parte dell’immagine che uno ha di 
sé  
– derivante dalla consapevolezza di 

appartenere ad un gruppo sociale,  
– unita alle emozioni associate a tale 

appartenenza  
– alla valutazione di sé ricavabile dall’essere 

parte di un gruppo 



•  L’identificazione di sé con un gruppo è la 
determinante dell’identità sociale 

•  Tre componenti: 
– Cognitiva 
– Affettiva 
– Valutativa 



•  Cognitiva: consapevolezza di appartenere 
ad un gruppo e percezione di sé come 
intercambiabile 

•  Affettiva: sentirsi affettivamente legato agli 
altri 

•  Valutativa: derivare la valutazione di sé 
dalla valutazione del gruppo 



•  Secondo la TIS l’asimmetria valutativa 
(ingroup migliore dell’outgroup) è dovuta 
alla necessità di di ogni individuo di 
acquisire e mantenere un’immagine di sé 
positiva 



•  Obiettivo: valutazione positiva dell’ingroup 
rispetto all’outgroup 

•  Strumento: comparazione ingroup 
outgroup 

•  Dimensioni: scelte o create ad hoc per 
emergere come i migliori 



TAC 

•  Teoria dell’autocategorizzazione (Turner, 1987) 
•  Mentre nella TIS l’inserimento del sé all’interno 

di una categoria è un fenomeno legato 
all’identificazione 

•  Per la TAC l’id sociale emerge come la 
risultante di un processo di categorizzazione 
continuo di sé e degli altri 



•  Categorizzazione di sé da livelli sotto-
ordinati (individui) a livelli sovra-ordinati 
(esseri umani) 

•  Categorizzazioni intermedie: donne vs. 
uomini, giovani vs. anziani 



Tac: quali fattori rendono saliente 
una categoria? 

 Due fattori determinano quale categoria diverrà 
saliente: 

 
•  Accessibilità: concetto già visto in precedenza 

•  Adeguatezza: grado in cui la categorizzazione 
adottata è adatta a rendere conto delle differenze 
tra gli stimoli presenti in un contesto 



•  L’adeguatezza di una categorizzazione è 
regolata dal principio di meta-contrasto: 

•  Rapporto tra le differenze medie percepite tra 
ingroup e outgroup e le differenze medie 
percepite all’interno dell’ingroup 

•  Metacontrasto ottimale: diff. intrer maggiori delle 
diff. intra 



•  Conseguenze: 
– Percezione di sé come interscambiabile 
– Attribuzione di sé delle caratteristiche 

categoriali 
– Ricerca della norma del gruppo e 

conformismo (non superficiale) 



•  Prima conseguenza dell’appartenenza 
categoriale è la tendenza sistematica a 
favorire il proprio gruppo a scapito 
dell’outgroup 



Paradigma dei gruppi minimi 

•  Finalità: identificare le condizioni di base che 
danno luogo alla discriminazione 

•  Progetto: aggiungere di volta in volta le variabili 
che possono provocare la discriminazione 

•  Risultato: il programma si ferma alla prima 
variabile, ossia la categorizzazione 



Paradigma dei gruppi minimi 

•  Presentazione Klee vs Kandinskij 

•  Risposte a quesiti sull’arte 

•  Categorizzazione del partecipante 



•  Minima perché  
–  non conoscono gli altri membri,  
–  non posso interagire con alti membri 
–  l’unica informazione saliente è quella categoriale 
–  Tra le categorie non c’è storia pregressa 
–  Non vi è alcuna relazione tra le risposte date al test 

Klee  Kandinskij e la categorizzazione 



•  I partecipanti ricevono il compito di 
distribuire una somma di denaro 
– Tale distribuzione non riguarda mai le sé (self-

interest) 
– Tale distribuzione riguarda sempre un 

membro dell’ingroup e dell’outgroup 
– Non vi è alcuna relazione tra il criterio di  

categorizzazione e la variabile dipendente 



Matrici	

Ingroup	 16	 15	 10	 9	 10	

Outgroup	 15	 14	 10	 4	 5	
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Matrici 

•  Distribuzione tramite matrice, che prevede 
– Equità 
– Massimo guadagno relativo 
– Massimo guadagno assoluto 



risultati 
•  Scelta massimo guadagno relativo 
•  Poiché gli individui derivano un’immagine di sé 

positiva dall’appartenenza ad un gruppo 
valutato positivamente 

•  I Partecipanti costruiscono delle situazioni in cui 
la differenziazione ingroup outgroup volge a 
favore 

•  Processo deduttivo 



Priming valutativo 

•  Prime (Arabo) --> risposta valutativa 
•  Target (verme) --> risposta valutativa 

•  Se la risposta valutativa è compatibile 
(incompatibile) con quella sollecitata dal 
prime, allora facilitazione (inibizione) della 
risposta al target 



•  PP: AA vs EA 
•  FASE 1 
•  Classificazione di parole 12 positive vs. 12 

negative 
•  DV = RTs 



•  Fase 2 
•  Classificazione delle medesime parole 
•  Prime: foto AA vs foto EA 
•  Quindi ogni target era preceduto una volta 

da prime AA e da prime EA 
•  DV = RTs 



primes in the present study were immediately masked by geometrical figures, a ‘‘P’’ within an oval
signifying a person or an ‘‘H’’ within a rectangle representing a house, occupying the same area.
Geometrical figures were used as visual masks rather than letter strings (e.g., PPPPPP) in order to fully
cover the area of the screen occupied by the facial primes. The cued category, which visually masked
the facial or control prime, appeared on the screen for 250 ms. Then the test word (a positive or
negative word or one of the six words that do not normally describe persons) was presented until the
participant pressed the decision key, or up to 750 ms. There was a 1.5 s interval between trials.
These exposure times were selected, in part, to produce short SOAs (,300 ms) between the initial

facial or control prime and the test word, which have been identified as a parameter for eliciting
automatic (vs controlled) responses with supraliminal presentations (Banaji & Hardin, 1996; Neely,
1977, 1991). Whereas the short SOAs were used to create conditions requiring efficient processing,
subliminal priming was used to establish the automatic criterion of unawareness (Bargh, 1994).
Overall, the experiment consisted of 120 trials. Sixty trials were of theoretical interest. Each of the

six person-descriptive words was paired with one White female, one Black female, one White male,
and one Black male face presented once to the left of the fixation point and once to the right of the
fixation point (48 trials), and each person-descriptive word was paired with the control (X) prime once
to the left and once to the right of the fixation point (12 trials). Six house-descriptors (drafty, furnished,
leaky, roomy, thatch, wooden) were used for the 60 distractor trials (48 trials pairing nonperson
descriptors with the face primes, plus 12 trials with the control prime). Participants were familiarized
with the procedure and equipment before participating. To allow participants to become familiar with
the task, the first six trials were arranged not to be trials of theoretical interest. Two orders of trials
were used across subjects; one was a randomly determined order (except for the first six trials) and the

FIG. 1. Samples of schematic faces used as priming stimuli.
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•  Prime : reazione valutativa 
•  Target: reazione valutativa 

•  Relazione tra le due reazioni 
– Congruente: speed up 
–  Incongruente: slow down 



following the control prime, t(23) 5 4.16, p , .001. Response times were
somewhat but not significantly (p . .10) faster following the Black prime than
the control prime (see Fig. 2).
To examine the relationship between explicit measures of prejudice and

response latency measures of attitudes, scores on the Attitudes Toward Blacks
Scale (mean 5 2.89, SD 5 0.32) and on the Modern Racism Scale (mean 5 1.57,
SD 5 0.50) were correlated with response latency measures of bias. The primary
measure used in this and in the subsequent experiments represented the degree to
which participants responded faster to negative words following the Black prime
than following the White prime, combined with the degree to which participants
responded faster to positive words following the White prime than following the
Black prime. This measure is the weighted combination (i.e.,11,21,21,11) of
response latencies associated with the Race Prime 3 Target Word Favorability
interaction for each participant. Higher scores indicate greater racial bias. This
response latency measures was somewhat, but not significantly, correlated with
Modern Racism scores (r[22] 5 .15, p 5 .48) and Attitudes Toward Blacks
scores (r[22] 5 .28, p 5 .19). In addition, four supplementary measures were
computed for this and the subsequent studies representing each of the four
possible simple effects for the 2 3 2 interaction. As illustrated in Table 1, the
correlations between these measures and Modern and Old-Fashioned Racism
were of similar magnitude and also not statistically significant.

Discussion
The results of Experiment 1 complement the findings of Dovidio and Gaertner

(1993) and Fazio et al. (1995), who found evidence of implicit negative racial
attitudes amongWhites toward Blacks using supraliminal priming techniques. As
predicted, in Experiment 1 White participants responded faster to positive words
following a White prime than following a Black prime and faster to negative

FIG. 2. Experiment 1: The effects of racial prime and target word favorability on response
latencies.
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•  Risultati 
•  Facilitazione per foto ingroup + parole 

positive/foto outgroup + parole negative 
•  Sia per AA che per EA 



•  African American: 
•  Risultati più variabili 
•  Rispecchia  

– apprendimento sociale (EA is better) 
– Appartenenza al gruppo (AA is better) 



•  Perdue et al. 1990 

•  Etichette che indicano una 
categorizzazione in/out  sollecitano 
risposte valutative di pregiudizio? 



•  Perdue et al. 1990 

•  Noi vs. Voi 
•  Indicano una categorizzazione 
•  Non si riferiscono a gruppi specifici  
•  Non c’è uno stereotipo in particolare 



•  Perdue et al. 1990 

•  Noi – include il sé 
•  Sé solitamente valutato più positivamente 
•  Condizionamente classico  

– Noi diventa positivo 



•  Perdue et al. 1990 

•  Euristica della differenziazione 
•  Il Non-sé non può essere positivo 
•  Voi diventa negativo 
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Figure 2. Reaction times to positive- and negative-trait descriptors as a function
of prime type (in-group pronoun versus out-group pronoun).

cause the use of in-group or out-group designators has been
found to influence the relative accessibility of positive and nega-
tive constructs, it would then follow that the process of impres-
sion formation would be similarly affected. Use of an in-group-
indicative term such as we to describe a target person could
thus positively bias the constructs used to construe that person.

Note that the differential activation of evaluative constructs
by these words was an effectively automatic process in the sense
that it was achieved without awareness of the priming stimuli.
Automatic cognitive processes have been defined as those that
are not effortful, intentional, or consciously controlled by the
perceiver (e.g., Bargh, 1984; Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977). In the
context of normal language use, then, people might not be
conscious of the evaluative or affective associations elicited by
group-designating terms or of the effects that these designators
might have on person perception; to consciously inhibit such an
automatic response may even be difficult.

Experiment 3

Although Experiment 2 demonstrated that in-group- and
out-group-designating terms influenced the relative accessibil-
ity of positive and negative constructs, it remains unclear
whether in-group designators facilitate positive associations or
inhibit negative associations, whether out-group designators fa-
cilitate negative associations or inhibit positive associations, or
whether some combination of these effects occurs. Thus, Ex-
periment 3 was designed to examine the automatic effects of an
in-group designator and an out-group designator in relation to
that of a no-prime baseline condition, in which the target trait
words were preceded by a semantically null control string (xxx)
(see Fazio et al, 1986).

In Experiment 3, as in Experiment 2, subjects were required
to make decisions concerning positive and negative adjectives
after the presentation of a masked priming stimulus. The sub-
ject's task, however, was quite different. In this study, two

group-related primes were selected fyve and they) as well as a
neutral control string (xxx). Additionally, using a procedure
modeled after Dovidio et al. (1986), we cued subjects, following
the masked prime, to think about a specific category of targets
(either persons or houses) and then asked them to decide if the
subsequently presented word could be used to describe
members of that category. The responses of interest in this
study were the subject's decision times for relating positive and
negative traits to people as a function of the type of prime used
(in-group designator, out-group designator, or control string).
The house primes and the use of words that could describe
houses but not people (eg., drafty) were used to ensure that the
correct answer was not always yes.

Method

Subjects. Thirty-two (17 men and 15 women) undergraduate stu-
dents participated in this study in partial fulfillment of their introduc-
tory psychology course requirements.

Procedure. The procedure for Experiment 3 combined the method
used by Dovidio et al. (1986), who studied evaluative associations of
racial categories, with the method of Bargh and Pietromonaco (1982),
who investigated nonconscious influences on impression formation.
Specifically, as in Dovidio et al. (1986), subjects were informed that the
study examined "how quickly and accurately people categorize objects
and persons." They were told that either the string PPPPPP, which repre-
sented the category person, or HHHHHH, which symbolized the cate-
gory house, would be presented on a computer screen and followed by
an adjective.

As in Dovidio et al. (1986), the responses to the person category were
of primary theoretical interest; the house category was used as a type
of control condition so that subjects would not always respond affirma-
tively following the test words. The adjectives of central importance for
the present research were three positive characteristics (good, kind,
and trustworthy) and three negative characteristics (bad, cruel, and
untrustworthy), which have previously been found in impression for-
mation research to load on an evaluative factor (Dovidio & Gaertner,
1981, 1983). On Andersoris (1968) list of 0-6 likability ratings, the



Categorizzazione inter-grupo: 
emozioni 

•  TAC:  
–  Il nostro modo di comprendere gli eventi, 

dipende dal sistema di categorizzazione  

– Le nostre reazioni emotive dipendono dalla 
comprensione degli eventi 

– La categorizzazione influenza le risposte 
emotive? 



Categorizzazione inter-grupo: 
emozioni 

•  Yzerbyt et al 2003 
– studio presentato come ‘analisi delle 

reazioni emotive all’attacco alle torri 
gemelle’  



Categorizzazione inter-grupo: 
emozioni 

•  Yzerbyt et al 2003 

– Lo studio indicava chiaramente che la 
finalità era quella di comparare le reazioni 
tra due campioni di partecipanti differenti 



Categorizzazione inter-grupo: 
emozioni 

•  Yzerbyt et al 2003 

–  In un caso si diceva che si comparavano le 
reazioni emotive degli occidentali con 
quelle riportate da arabi 



Categorizzazione inter-grupo: 
emozioni 

•  Yzerbyt et al 2003 

–  In un altro caso si diceva che si 
comparavano le reazioni emotive degli 
europei con quelle riportate dagli americani 



Categorizzazione inter-grupo: 
emozioni 

•  Yzerbyt et al 2003 

–  Intergruppo: occidentali vs. arabi 
–  Intergruppo: europei vs. americani 



Categorizzazione inter-grupo: 
emozioni 

EXPERIMENT 1

Method

Participants and design. Thirty-seven participants
recruited at the University of Amsterdam took part in the
study (M age = 20.73, SD = 3.87). They were randomly
assigned to one of two conditions of categorization.

Procedure and dependent variables. Between September
19 and 26, a paper-and-pencil questionnaire was pre-
sented to participants as part of an international study on
emotional reactions to the recent terrorist attacks that
took place in the United States. The categorization of
participants was manipulated by means of one sentence
mentioned on the first page of the questionnaire. The
study was presented as comparing the reactions of West-
erners and Arabs (leading participants to categorize the
victims in the same group as themselves) versus Europe-
ans and Americans (leading participants to categorize
the victims in a different group than themselves).

Participants were then provided with a short
reminder of the events, starting September 11, 2001, at
8:45 a.m. when a plane crashed into the Northern tower
of the World Trade Center and ending with President
Bush’s press conference at 8:30 p.m. The information
was objective and chronological, mentioning the num-
ber of people in the planes, U.S. authorities’ declara-
tions to the media, and the likely implications of the ter-
rorists attacks. The name of the Saudi Arabian terrorist
Osama Bin Laden also was provided.

After reading the information, participants were
asked to report their feelings on a series of 9-point rating
scales ranging from 1 (absolutely not) to 9 (absolutely). Two
items assessed fear-related feelings (frightened, threat-
ened), two anger-related feelings (angry, furious), two
sadness-related feelings (sad, sorrowful), and two
calmness-related feelings (calm, optimistic). The two lat-
ter items were added as controls.

Results

A principal components analysis was run on the emo-
tional items to examine the structure of partici-
pants’ emotional reactions. A four-factor solution was
obtained, accounting for 81% of the variance. Fac-
tor loadings after varimax rotation showed that the
two anger-related items loaded strongly on the first fac-
tor (> .90), the two calmness-related items loaded
strongly on the second factor (> .77), the two sadness-
related items loaded strongly on the third factor (> .81),
and the two fear-related items loaded strongly on the
fourth factor (> .72). The reliability for the fear-related
questions (Cronbach’s α = .69), for the anger-related
questions (Cronbach’s α = .90), for the sadness-related
questions (Cronbach’s α = .72), and for the calmness-

related questions (Cronbach’s α = .59) allowed us to
compute a mean score for each emotion.

Direct comparisons between emotions revealed that
anger and sadness were relevant feelings (M = 6.78, SD =
1.82; M = 6.57, SD = 1.51, respectively) and were reported
with similar intensity, F(1, 36) = 0.41, p > .52. These emo-
tions were experienced more strongly than fear, F(1, 36)
= 8.04, p < .008, and F(1, 36) = 6.60, p < .02, for anger and
sadness, respectively. Not surprisingly, fear was reported
more (M = 5.80, SD = 1.63) than calmness (M = 3.16, SD =
1.27), F(1, 36) = 45.16, p < .0001.

More directly relevant to our hypotheses, simple
ANOVAs with condition (Westerners/Arabs vs. Europe-
ans/Americans) as the between-subjects factor were con-
ducted for each emotion. As expected, the level of fear
was significantly influenced by the manipulation, F(1,
36) = 6.65, p < .02 (see Table 1). Participants endorsing
a Western identity reported more fear than when the
European identity was made salient. Sadness, anger, and
calmness were not affected by the identity manipulation
(all Fs < 1).

Discussion

In contrast to our previous studies in which partici-
pants were confronted with a scenario that was specifi-
cally constructed to provoke anger (Gordijn et al., 1999,
2001; Yzerbyt et al., in press), a direct reference to the
terrorist attacks perpetrated against the World Trade
Center in New York on September 11th generated a host
of emotional reactions. Although we expected the vari-
ous facets of the events to generate high levels of sadness,
anger, and fear, we predicted that fear would likely be
more sensitive to our categorization manipulation than
the two other emotions.

Dumont et al. / CATEGORIZATION AND FEAR 1513

TABLE 1: Means and Standard Deviations for the Four Emotions Re-
ported as a Function of Identity Categorization in Experi-
ments 1 and 2

Emotional Feelings

Fear Anger Sadness Calmness

Experiment 1
Westerners vs. Arabs 6.42* 6.87 6.74 2.97

(1.50) (2.04) (1.69) (1.09)
Europeans vs. Americans 5.14* 6.69 6.39 3.36

(1.52) (1.61) (1.32) (1.44)
Experiment 2

Europeans vs. Arabs 5.90* 6.23 5.44 1.67
(2.01) (1.87) (1.81) (1.24)

Europeans vs. Americans 5.26* 6.3 5.35 1.78
(2.01) (1.95) (1.76) (1.41)

NOTE: An asterisk indicates a significant difference between condi-
tions (one-tailed in the case of Experiment 2). Standard deviations are
in parentheses.

© 2003 Society for Personality and Social Psychology, Inc.. All rights reserved. Not for commercial use or unauthorized distribution.
 at Service central des bibliothèques - UCL on February 14, 2007 http://psp.sagepub.comDownloaded from 



Categorizzazione inter-grupo: 
emozioni 

•  La categorizzazione Intergruppo occidentali vs. 
arabi dovrebbe: 

•  Spingere i pp a percepire il proprio gruppo 
(occidente) sotto minaccia terroristica  



Categorizzazione inter-grupo: 
emozioni 

	
•  Se	i	pp:	

•  percepiscono	il	proprio	gruppo	sotto	minaccia	terroristica	
quando	sono	stati	categorizzati	come	‘occidentali’		

•  percepiscono	il	proprio	gruppo	come	meno	minacciato	se	
la	categorizzazione	è	‘euorpeo’	



Categorizzazione inter-grupo: 
emozioni 

	
•  Allora	l’emozione	prevalentemente	coinvolta	
dovrebbe	essere	la	paura	

•  E	il	livello	di	paura	riportato	dai	pp	dovrebbe	essere	
più	alto	nella	condizione	occidentali	vs.	arabi	



Categorizzazione inter-grupo: 
emozioni 

	
EXPERIMENT 1

Method

Participants and design. Thirty-seven participants
recruited at the University of Amsterdam took part in the
study (M age = 20.73, SD = 3.87). They were randomly
assigned to one of two conditions of categorization.

Procedure and dependent variables. Between September
19 and 26, a paper-and-pencil questionnaire was pre-
sented to participants as part of an international study on
emotional reactions to the recent terrorist attacks that
took place in the United States. The categorization of
participants was manipulated by means of one sentence
mentioned on the first page of the questionnaire. The
study was presented as comparing the reactions of West-
erners and Arabs (leading participants to categorize the
victims in the same group as themselves) versus Europe-
ans and Americans (leading participants to categorize
the victims in a different group than themselves).

Participants were then provided with a short
reminder of the events, starting September 11, 2001, at
8:45 a.m. when a plane crashed into the Northern tower
of the World Trade Center and ending with President
Bush’s press conference at 8:30 p.m. The information
was objective and chronological, mentioning the num-
ber of people in the planes, U.S. authorities’ declara-
tions to the media, and the likely implications of the ter-
rorists attacks. The name of the Saudi Arabian terrorist
Osama Bin Laden also was provided.

After reading the information, participants were
asked to report their feelings on a series of 9-point rating
scales ranging from 1 (absolutely not) to 9 (absolutely). Two
items assessed fear-related feelings (frightened, threat-
ened), two anger-related feelings (angry, furious), two
sadness-related feelings (sad, sorrowful), and two
calmness-related feelings (calm, optimistic). The two lat-
ter items were added as controls.

Results

A principal components analysis was run on the emo-
tional items to examine the structure of partici-
pants’ emotional reactions. A four-factor solution was
obtained, accounting for 81% of the variance. Fac-
tor loadings after varimax rotation showed that the
two anger-related items loaded strongly on the first fac-
tor (> .90), the two calmness-related items loaded
strongly on the second factor (> .77), the two sadness-
related items loaded strongly on the third factor (> .81),
and the two fear-related items loaded strongly on the
fourth factor (> .72). The reliability for the fear-related
questions (Cronbach’s α = .69), for the anger-related
questions (Cronbach’s α = .90), for the sadness-related
questions (Cronbach’s α = .72), and for the calmness-

related questions (Cronbach’s α = .59) allowed us to
compute a mean score for each emotion.

Direct comparisons between emotions revealed that
anger and sadness were relevant feelings (M = 6.78, SD =
1.82; M = 6.57, SD = 1.51, respectively) and were reported
with similar intensity, F(1, 36) = 0.41, p > .52. These emo-
tions were experienced more strongly than fear, F(1, 36)
= 8.04, p < .008, and F(1, 36) = 6.60, p < .02, for anger and
sadness, respectively. Not surprisingly, fear was reported
more (M = 5.80, SD = 1.63) than calmness (M = 3.16, SD =
1.27), F(1, 36) = 45.16, p < .0001.

More directly relevant to our hypotheses, simple
ANOVAs with condition (Westerners/Arabs vs. Europe-
ans/Americans) as the between-subjects factor were con-
ducted for each emotion. As expected, the level of fear
was significantly influenced by the manipulation, F(1,
36) = 6.65, p < .02 (see Table 1). Participants endorsing
a Western identity reported more fear than when the
European identity was made salient. Sadness, anger, and
calmness were not affected by the identity manipulation
(all Fs < 1).

Discussion

In contrast to our previous studies in which partici-
pants were confronted with a scenario that was specifi-
cally constructed to provoke anger (Gordijn et al., 1999,
2001; Yzerbyt et al., in press), a direct reference to the
terrorist attacks perpetrated against the World Trade
Center in New York on September 11th generated a host
of emotional reactions. Although we expected the vari-
ous facets of the events to generate high levels of sadness,
anger, and fear, we predicted that fear would likely be
more sensitive to our categorization manipulation than
the two other emotions.
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Westerners vs. Arabs 6.42* 6.87 6.74 2.97

(1.50) (2.04) (1.69) (1.09)
Europeans vs. Americans 5.14* 6.69 6.39 3.36

(1.52) (1.61) (1.32) (1.44)
Experiment 2

Europeans vs. Arabs 5.90* 6.23 5.44 1.67
(2.01) (1.87) (1.81) (1.24)

Europeans vs. Americans 5.26* 6.3 5.35 1.78
(2.01) (1.95) (1.76) (1.41)

NOTE: An asterisk indicates a significant difference between condi-
tions (one-tailed in the case of Experiment 2). Standard deviations are
in parentheses.
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Categorizzazione inter-grupo: 
emozioni 

	
•  Verificare	se	la	stessa	categoria	acquisisce	significati	
diversi	se	comparata	a	differenti	outgroup	

•  Se	modifiche	di	significato	si	accompagnano	a	
modifiche	nelle	reazioni	emotive	



Categorizzazione inter-grupo: 
emozioni 

	
– Lo	studio	indicava	chiaramente	che	la	finalità	era	
quella	di	comparare	le	reazioni	tra	due	campioni	
di	partecipanti	differenti	rispetto	all’evento	dell’	
11	Settembre	



Categorizzazione inter-grupo: 
emozioni 

	
	
–  Intergruppo:	Europei	vs.	americani	

•  Il	contesto	inter-gruppo	include	la	vittima	

–  Intergruppo:	Europei	vs.	arabi	
•  Il	contesto	inter-gruppo	non	include	la	vittima	



Categorizzazione inter-grupo: 
emozioni 

	
	
–  Intergruppo:	Europei	vs.	americani	

•  Il	contesto	inter-gruppo	include	la	vittima	
•  Sono	gli	americani	(outgroup)	ad	essere	sotto	
minaccia	

–  Intergruppo:	Europei	vs.	arabi	
•  Il	contesto	inter-gruppo	non	include	la	vittima	
•  Non	impedisce	di	considerare	gli	europei	sotto	
minaccia	



EXPERIMENT 1

Method

Participants and design. Thirty-seven participants
recruited at the University of Amsterdam took part in the
study (M age = 20.73, SD = 3.87). They were randomly
assigned to one of two conditions of categorization.

Procedure and dependent variables. Between September
19 and 26, a paper-and-pencil questionnaire was pre-
sented to participants as part of an international study on
emotional reactions to the recent terrorist attacks that
took place in the United States. The categorization of
participants was manipulated by means of one sentence
mentioned on the first page of the questionnaire. The
study was presented as comparing the reactions of West-
erners and Arabs (leading participants to categorize the
victims in the same group as themselves) versus Europe-
ans and Americans (leading participants to categorize
the victims in a different group than themselves).

Participants were then provided with a short
reminder of the events, starting September 11, 2001, at
8:45 a.m. when a plane crashed into the Northern tower
of the World Trade Center and ending with President
Bush’s press conference at 8:30 p.m. The information
was objective and chronological, mentioning the num-
ber of people in the planes, U.S. authorities’ declara-
tions to the media, and the likely implications of the ter-
rorists attacks. The name of the Saudi Arabian terrorist
Osama Bin Laden also was provided.

After reading the information, participants were
asked to report their feelings on a series of 9-point rating
scales ranging from 1 (absolutely not) to 9 (absolutely). Two
items assessed fear-related feelings (frightened, threat-
ened), two anger-related feelings (angry, furious), two
sadness-related feelings (sad, sorrowful), and two
calmness-related feelings (calm, optimistic). The two lat-
ter items were added as controls.

Results

A principal components analysis was run on the emo-
tional items to examine the structure of partici-
pants’ emotional reactions. A four-factor solution was
obtained, accounting for 81% of the variance. Fac-
tor loadings after varimax rotation showed that the
two anger-related items loaded strongly on the first fac-
tor (> .90), the two calmness-related items loaded
strongly on the second factor (> .77), the two sadness-
related items loaded strongly on the third factor (> .81),
and the two fear-related items loaded strongly on the
fourth factor (> .72). The reliability for the fear-related
questions (Cronbach’s α = .69), for the anger-related
questions (Cronbach’s α = .90), for the sadness-related
questions (Cronbach’s α = .72), and for the calmness-

related questions (Cronbach’s α = .59) allowed us to
compute a mean score for each emotion.

Direct comparisons between emotions revealed that
anger and sadness were relevant feelings (M = 6.78, SD =
1.82; M = 6.57, SD = 1.51, respectively) and were reported
with similar intensity, F(1, 36) = 0.41, p > .52. These emo-
tions were experienced more strongly than fear, F(1, 36)
= 8.04, p < .008, and F(1, 36) = 6.60, p < .02, for anger and
sadness, respectively. Not surprisingly, fear was reported
more (M = 5.80, SD = 1.63) than calmness (M = 3.16, SD =
1.27), F(1, 36) = 45.16, p < .0001.

More directly relevant to our hypotheses, simple
ANOVAs with condition (Westerners/Arabs vs. Europe-
ans/Americans) as the between-subjects factor were con-
ducted for each emotion. As expected, the level of fear
was significantly influenced by the manipulation, F(1,
36) = 6.65, p < .02 (see Table 1). Participants endorsing
a Western identity reported more fear than when the
European identity was made salient. Sadness, anger, and
calmness were not affected by the identity manipulation
(all Fs < 1).

Discussion

In contrast to our previous studies in which partici-
pants were confronted with a scenario that was specifi-
cally constructed to provoke anger (Gordijn et al., 1999,
2001; Yzerbyt et al., in press), a direct reference to the
terrorist attacks perpetrated against the World Trade
Center in New York on September 11th generated a host
of emotional reactions. Although we expected the vari-
ous facets of the events to generate high levels of sadness,
anger, and fear, we predicted that fear would likely be
more sensitive to our categorization manipulation than
the two other emotions.
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TABLE 1: Means and Standard Deviations for the Four Emotions Re-
ported as a Function of Identity Categorization in Experi-
ments 1 and 2

Emotional Feelings

Fear Anger Sadness Calmness

Experiment 1
Westerners vs. Arabs 6.42* 6.87 6.74 2.97

(1.50) (2.04) (1.69) (1.09)
Europeans vs. Americans 5.14* 6.69 6.39 3.36

(1.52) (1.61) (1.32) (1.44)
Experiment 2

Europeans vs. Arabs 5.90* 6.23 5.44 1.67
(2.01) (1.87) (1.81) (1.24)

Europeans vs. Americans 5.26* 6.3 5.35 1.78
(2.01) (1.95) (1.76) (1.41)

NOTE: An asterisk indicates a significant difference between condi-
tions (one-tailed in the case of Experiment 2). Standard deviations are
in parentheses.
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Categorizzazione inter-grupo: 
emozioni 

	
	
– Più	il	contesto	permette	di	includere	il	nostro	
gruppo	nella	vittima	

– Più	l’emozione	correlata	all’offesa	aumenta	
– La	paura	riportata	dai	pp	è	massima	nella	
condizione	‘occidente’	intermedia	in	europeo-
arabo,	più	bassa	in	europeo-americano	



Categorizzazione inter-grupo: 
emozioni 

	
	
– Anche	le	nostre	emozioni	possono	essere	
regolate	dall’appartenenza	al	gruppo	

– Le	nostre	emozioni	sono	soggette	
all’interpretazione	degli	eventi,	che	a	sua	volta	
dipende	dal	gruppo	di	appartenenza.	


